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Abstract

In pursuit of Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) and Explainable Artificial Intelli-
gence (XAI), we introduce a new machine learning paradigm, called Information
Lattice Learning (ILL). ILL learns rules and concepts akin to those human distill,
through abstractions made from only a few examples. The key idea in this “making
small data large” enterprise is (a) computational abstraction done by partitioning
a data space and (b) abstraction hierarchy formalized by a lattice structure. Fo-
cusing on explainability and generalizability from “small data”, ILL addresses
the core question “what makes X an X” to create effective, rule-based explana-
tions designed to help humans understand. Besides achieving human-interpretable
rules, we make the learning process mimic a human learner, manifest in ILL’s two
learning phases—lattice construction and learning in the lattice. The former is
prior-driven and prior-efficient by building in only universal priors that resemble
human innate cognition; the latter is data-driven and data-efficient by requiring
only “small data”. The whole process echoes the idea of “starting like a baby and
learning like a child”. We illustrate ILL applications by learning music theory from
scores, chemical laws from molecular databases, and demonstrate how ILL starts
from a common set of domain-agnostic priors but reaches mutual interpretation
bridging knowledge obtained from music and chemistry. We also include initial
benchmarks and assessments for ILL.

1 Introduction

With rapid progress in AI, there is an increasing desire for general AI [1, 2] and explainable AI [3, 4],
which exhibit broad, human-like cognitive capacities. One pursuit is to move away from black-box
algorithms designed for specific tasks to achieve broad generalization through strong abstractions
made from only a few examples, requiring neither unlimited priors nor unlimited data. Following
this pursuit, we introduce a new, non-neural, and non-task-specific framework—Information Lattice
Learning (ILL)—to learn rules like those human distilled from observations.

ILL explains a signal (e.g., an image or a data distribution) by disentangled representations called
rules. A rule abstracts the data domain and explains some but not all aspects of the signal, but together
a collection of rules aims to capture a large part of the signal. ILL is specially designed to address
the core question “what makes X an X” or “what makes X different from Y”, emphasizing the what
rather than generating X or predicting labels X,Y in order to help humans understand. A music AI
classifying concertos, or generating one that mimics the masters, does not necessarily produce human
insight about what makes a concerto a concerto or the best rules a novice composer might employ to
write one. Our focus represents a shift from much representation-learning work [5] that aim to find
the best representation for solving a specific task (e.g., classification) rather than strong concern for
explainability. Instead of optimizing a task-specific objective function (e.g., classification error), ILL
balances more general objectives that favor fewer, simpler rules, and more effective rules.
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Figure 1: ILL’s main idea: decompose the signal into rules that are individually simple but collectively
expressive. A lattice is first constructed regardless of the signal (prior-driven), yet the same lattice may
be later used to learn rules (data-driven) of signals from different topics, e.g., music and chemistry.

The mathematical intuition behind ILL is simple (Figure 1: left): break the whole into pieces—
analogous to breaking a signal into a Fourier series. However, instead of decomposing a signal via
projection to an orthonormal basis and synthesizing it via weighted sum, we decompose a signal in a
hierarchical space called a lattice—a special type of partially ordered set. The goal here is to restore
human-like, hierarchical rule abstraction-and-realization through signal decomposition-and-synthesis
in a lattice (called projection-and-lifting formally), resulting in more than a sum of parts.

ILL has two phases: lattice construction and learning in the lattice. The construction phase is prior-
efficient: it builds in universal priors that resemble human innate cognition (e.g., the Core Knowledge
priors [6]), then grows a lattice of abstractions. The learning phase is data-efficient: it learns from
“small data”, but searches for rich explanations of the data via rule learning, wherein abstraction is key
to “making small data large”. Notably, the construction phase is prior-driven, not data-driven—data
comes in only at the learning phase. Hence, the same construction may be reused in different learning
phases for different data sets or even data from different topics (Figure 1: right). Featuring these two
phases, ILL is thus a hybrid model that threads the needle between a full data-driven model and a full
prior-driven model, echoing the notion of “starting like a baby; learning like a child” [7].

ILL draws ideas and approaches from lattice theory, information theory, group theory, and optimiza-
tion. It shares algorithmic similarity with a range of techniques like autoencoders and compressed
sensing, but with a much greater focus on achieving human-like explainability and generalizability.
Table 1 broadly compares ILL to prominent and most-related models.

Table 1: Compare ILL to other learning paradigms.
Compared to ILL is
deep learning a “white-box” model balancing human-explainability and task performance
Bayesian inference modeling human reasoning with widely shared, common priors and producing

few, simple rules rather than using probabilistic inference as the driving force
tree-like models structurally more general: a tree (e.g., decision tree or hierarchical clustering)

is essentially a linear lattice (called a chain formally) depicting a unidirectional
refinement or coarsening process only

concept lattice in FDA [8] conceptually more general and may include both known and unknown con-
cepts; ILL does not require but discovers domain knowledge

We illustrate ILL applications in music and chemistry knowledge discovery and interpretation at the
end. To begin, imagine Tom and Jerry are playing two 12-key pianos simultaneously, one note at a
time (Figure 1: right). The frequency of the two-note chords played so far gives a 2D signal plotted
as a 12× 12 grayscale heatmap. Inspecting this data distribution, what might be the underlying rules
that govern their co-play? Maybe Tom always plays higher keys, and Jerry always plays black keys?

2 ILL Model Sketch

We leave out the technical details and sketch the basic terms and methods in this paper. The goal
of ILL is to explain a signal ξ : X → R encoding the observational information of data, i.e., to tell
what makes ξ an ξ. For example, ξ : {1, . . . , 6} → R being a probability distribution of a dice roll,
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or ξ : {0, . . . , 27}2 → R being a 28× 28 grayscale image. The core idea in ILL is computational
abstraction [9], formalized by a partition P of the data domain X . This agrees with the common
sense of an abstraction describing an equivalence relation [10]. We use any cell C ∈ P to denote a
concept. This agrees with the common sense of a concept describing an equivalence class—a concept
is a subset of instances. For example, the partition P = {{1, 3, 5}, {2, 4, 6}} of the six outcomes of
rolling a die abstracts out two concepts: “odd” and “even”. A partition captures the essence of an
abstraction, which does not care how you name concepts, e.g., whether to call the concept {1, 3, 5}
“odd” or “impair”. Distinct partitions are partially ordered by the coarser than (�) or finer than (�)
relation, and form a lattice P of partitions. Projecting the signal ξ to any partition P yields a rule of ξ
↓ξ (P) : P → R, now defined on the abstracted concepts rather than raw data. Projecting ξ to a lattice
of partitions yields a lattice of rulesRξ, named information lattice (borrowed from C. Shannon [11]
as it generalizes his definition). Then, an ILL problem is formalized as: given a signal ξ : X → R,

minimize
R⊆Rξ

∆(↑(R), ξ) subject to R is minimal; Entropy(r) ≤ ε for any r ∈ R. (1)

In words, among all possible ways of abstracting data specified by an information lattice Rξ, we
want to find a small set R of simple rules (cf. the constraint) that optimally describes the original
signal ξ (cf. the objective, where ↑ denotes an inverse of projection, called a lift). Then, ILL is about
constructingRξ (Phase I) and solving Problem (1) (Phase II).

The construction phase starts from simple, domain-agnostic priors resembling the innate cognition of
a human baby [12]. Specifically, we draw priors from Core Knowledge [2, 6] including elementary
arithmetics and symmetries as a basis, from which we span a lattice as follows:
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Examples of arithmetic and symmetry priors are S = {sort, argsort, sum, diff, divk, modk} and
F = {horizontal, vertical, diagonal translations} ∪ {rotations} ∪ {reflections}. In the prior-dirven
stage, the feature family Φ〈F 〉 is generated by F via function composition (e.g., sort◦diff); the
subgroup family G〈S〉 is generated by subsets of S. Both further induce PΦ〈F 〉 := {Pϕ | ϕ ∈ Φ〈F 〉}
and PG〈S〉 := {PG | G ∈ G〈S〉}, via computing preimages and orbits, respectively. The following
hierarchy stage and completion stage are accomplished via modified poset sorting and (sub)lattice
completion algorithms, respectively. In the end, projecting ξ to the generated partition lattice yields
the information latticeRξ ready for the learning phase. The learning phase converts Problem (1) into
a sequence of alternating min
max (lift
project) optimization, producing a trace of rules (Figure 2:
bottom rows). In short, ILL takes a signal ξ and priors (F, S) as inputs, and outputs a rule trace. The
trace explains ξ and can be customized via ILL parameters to help different people understand ξ.

3 ILL Examples

We show two ILL examples focusing on artistic and scientific knowledge discovery, namely learning
music theory from scores and chemical laws from molecular formulae. For comparison, same priors,
lattice, and learning parameters are used in both illustrations, but they can be customized in real apps.

Music example. Signals are probability distributions of chords. Figure 2a) shows such a signal—the
frequency distribution of two-note chords extracted from the soprano and bass parts of Bach’s C-score
chorales [13]—with the learned rule trace listed below. The first rule is tagged by argsort ◦ w[1,2]

and has the probability mass concentrated in the cell comprising elements with a larger y-coordinate
(the black region above the diagonal). This deterministic rule echoes the music rule of “no voice
crossing (N.V.C.)”, i.e., soprano higher than bass. Checking subsequent rule tags (tags show how
priors are combined) finds rules about voice range (V.R.), diatonic scale (D.S.), and consonant interval
(C.I.)—almost all the main static rules on counterpoint. The third rule is tagged by both mod12 ◦ w[1]

and vertical translation invariance (likewise the fifth rule). From both the arithmetic and the symmetry
priors, this tag conveys the concept of all Cs, all Ds, and so on, which agrees with the music concept
of pitch class. The arithmetic prior reveals a period of 12 in pitches, or the notion of an octave; the
symmetry prior reveals the topology—the manifold where the concepts lie—in this case a 2D torus.
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Figure 2: Music and chemical signals (top) with their rule traces learned from ILL (bottom).

We generalized this toy illustration to a real app of an automatic music theorist [14, 15]. It specially
implements the learning phase into a “student
teacher” model: the student is a (music) generator;
the teacher is a discriminator. The two form a loop where the teacher guides the student towards
a target style through iterative feedback (extracting rules) and exercise (applying rules). This app
extends the above toy illustration considerably, considering bigger chords and temporal structure.
This yields more complex rules on both static and dynamic chord structures, but new challenges
too, namely rare contexts and contradictory rules. ILL’s core idea of abstraction makes “small data
large” thus, rare contexts common [15], and a redesigned lifting operator solves contradiction [16].
Further, ILL parameters are made into self-explanatory knobs for users to personalize learning pace.
We conducted two studies to assess rule-learning capability and interpretability of machine-codified
music knowledge, where we showed the system, trained on just 370 of Bach’s chorales, reproduces
nearly 70% of a standard music theory curriculum in a form directly interpretable by music students.

The system also discovered new rules that interested our colleagues in the Music School. (a) Tritones
may not resolve in typical ways, but consistently transition to other dissonances like a minor seventh.
(b) A new notion of “the interval of intervals” was consistently learned. This “second derivative”, like
acceleration in mechanics, might suggest a new microscopic chord structure heretofore unconsidered.
(c) New symmetries reveal new ways of building chords thus, new ways of composing. With harmony
traditionally built on figured bass, ILL reveals “figured soprano” as the next alternative (Figure 3).
Although “figured soprano” is not the best view for explaining Bach according to ILL and is indeed
not included in standard theory class, it can be valuable for music that starts deviating from Bach [17].

Figure 3: Rules on figured soprano, figured alto, figured tenor, and figured bass. ILL reveals that
figured bass is most effective (smallest entropy) in explaining Bach, and figured soprano as the next.
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Chemistry example. Signals are boolean-valued functions indicating the presence of compound
formulae encoded as vectors of atomic numbers. Figure 2b) shows a signal attained by collecting two-
element compounds from the Materials Project database [18]. The first rule tagged by div18 ◦w[2] is
deterministic: Element 2 can never be Ar, K, Ca. It nicely captures the visual pattern in Figure 2b) (last
three vacant columns), which hints at some chemistry rules. The second rule tagged by mod8 ◦ w[2]

has peaks at cells tagged by arithmetic values 1, 7, 0, 6. These cells, for Element 2, are halogens
(+H), pnictogens, chalcogens, crystallogens. The third rule shows alkali metals, alkaline earth metals,
crystallogens, icosagens are common for Element 1. Next rule shows common combinations like
alkali metals and halogens. Note that the 2nd, 3rd, 4th rules for chemistry and the 5th, 3rd, 4th rules
for music share the same tags, except that mod12 becomes mod8—period changes from 12 (a music
octave) to 8 (number of main groups). So, when two chemical elements form a compound, they are
like two music notes forming a chord! The music concepts of pitch classes and intervals parallel
the chemical concepts of groups and their distances. Although abstractions are shared, rules differ.
Instead of a diatonic scale in Bach’s chorales, chemistry uses a “cation scale” and an “anion scale”.
It is interesting that our intention to show ILL’s generality (same lattice, parameters for different
subjects) also suggests links between art and science by interpreting phenomena (signals) in one
subject from the perspective of the other [19]. Applications that extend the experiment here beyond a
clustering model to restore the periodic table [20] and render complex molecules in high dimensions
are ongoing, aiming to discover new laws, new interpretations of existing laws, and new materials.
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